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The issue of factuality in LLMs



Language models can be really convincing
But unfortunately not always correct, per se

https://www.theverge.com/2023/2/8/23590864/google-ai-chatbot-bard-mistake-error-exoplanet-demo



Language models can be really convincing

“The New Bing” on Gap’s 
quarterly results: 

Wow, this is cool! 

Everyone makes mistakes! 
(37.4% and 370bp are the unadjusted numbers) 

Hmmm…. 
(5.9% and $0.42 EPS are both made up, not even in doc) 

😳 
(expected growth is wrong, future outlook is made up)

But unfortunately not always correct, per se Analysis originally from: 
https://dkb.blog/p/bing-ai-cant-be-trusted



Language models can be really convincing
But unfortunately not always correct, per se

This failure reproduces as 
of Oct 2023, by the way!



It’s tempting to use them anyway!



Current LLMs can’t be trusted!
Where do we go from here? 



A quick overview of Transformers



A (very quick) overview of Transformers

Image by Ray Shrewsberry from Pixabay

https://pixabay.com/users/ray_shrewsberry-7673058/?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=6627077
https://pixabay.com//?utm_source=link-attribution&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=image&utm_content=6627077


A (very quick) overview of Transformers

The ~only difference between Transformers 
for vision/language/RL/molecules/etc. is 

what we do for this initial embedding stepViT; Dosovitskiy, Beyer, Kolesnikov, et al. (2021)



Transformers in a bit more detail
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Autoregressive Transformers

Just predict the next word/pixel/token!

[BOS] ____ 

[BOS] Joe ____ 

[BOS] Joe Biden ____ 

[BOS] Joe Biden is ____ 

[BOS] Joe Biden is the ____ 

[BOS] Joe Biden is the US ____
}

i.e., learn , probability distribution over next token given the previous tokenspθ (xt |x<t)

Special “beginning of sequence” token

Autoregressive Transformers let us compute each  efficiently: 
we can re-use representations from the previous step
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Autoregressive Transformers in a bit more detail
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Current LLMs can’t be trusted!
Where do we go from here? 

What would you want to know to 
decide if this problem is solvable?



Is there even hope for factuality?



A path to (more) factual LLMs

One basic question: does the LLM model truth* at all? 
*that is, the truth of a statement, rather than just its commonness in the data? 

What would this even look like? 
1. Can we decode a statement’s (binary) truth from the LLM’s hidden states? 
2. Do LLMs offer calibrated uncertainty?

A pound of hammers 
weighs more than a 
pound of feathers

Truep( ∣ x) = σ(ŵ⊤ ϕ( )
LLM features of x

)
Classifier

? “Is this statement true? 
A pound of hammers 
weighs more than a 
pound of feathers”

"Yes"p( )



Decoding a statement’s truth from LLM hidden states

Strategy 1: learn to map hidden state to {true, false} with supervised learning 
Need to collect annotations of truth of various statements… 

Strategy 2: learn to map hidden states to {true, false} unsupervised 
Leverage the special structure of truth! 

                  consistency, total probability 
       exactly one statement is true

p(True |x) + p(False |x) = 1
min({p(True |x), p(False |x)}) = 0



Decoding a statement’s truth from LLM hidden states
Burns, Ye, Klein, & Steinhardt (ICLR 2023)

We can do exactly this! 

Train probes on LLM hidden states 
that predict if a statement is true, 
without any labeled data! 

Learned probes are equally or more 
accurate than the model’s actual 
predictions w/ zero-shot prompts



Decoding a statement’s truth from LLM hidden states
Burns, Ye, Klein, & Steinhardt (ICLR 2023)



Unsupervised probing (CCS) is more accurate than 0-shot prompting! 

An LLM’s representation may encode a more accurate representation of 
truth than what is expressed from prompting the LLM for the answer

Decoding a statement’s truth from LLM hidden states
Burns, Ye, Klein, & Steinhardt (ICLR 2023)



Is there even hope for factuality?
Maybe! LLM’s representation encodes truthiness 
What about looking at the LLM’s uncertainty?



Assessing truth with model confidence
Kadavath et al. (2022)

Measure model calibration: does the 
LLM’s confidence reflect the probability 
an answer is actually correct? 

A model that is well-calibrated must be 
modeling what is true and what is false! 

Finding: larger LLMs are increasingly 
well-calibrated (have a model of what is 
true)

Predicted probability answer is true

A
cc

ur
ac

y



Assessing truth with model confidence: what about RLHF?
Tian, Mitchell, Zhou, Sharma, Rafailov, Yao, Finn, Manning (EMNLP 2023)

Can we get calibrated confidences out 
of RLHF’d LLMs? By default, RLHF’d 
LLMs are worse-calibrated than pre-RLHF 

Finding: Explicitly verbalizing 
confidence probability in token space 
outperforms predicting p(True) 

Generating multiple candidate answers 
first, then assigning probabilities, helps Provide your 4 best guesses and the probability 

that each is correct (0.0 to 1.0) for the following 
question. Give ONLY the guesses and 
probabilities, no other words or explanation.



Assessing truth with model uncertainty
Kuhn et al. (2022)

Are there other criteria besides confidence that are predictive of truth? 
What about model uncertainty? Most commonly, predictive entropy (PE): 

 

Is PE meaningful for LMs? e.g., for “What is the capital of France?” 
Paris        (P=0.5) 
It’s Paris  (P=0.4) 
London  (P=0.1)

PE(p( ⋅ ∣ x)) = − ∑
y

p(y ∣ x)log p(y ∣ x)

Treat as different:        
Treat as equivalent:   

PE ≈ 0.943
PE ≈ 0.325}

We call this “Semantic entropy”



Assessing truth with model uncertainty
Kuhn et al. (2022)

Semantic entropy more predictive of uncertainty than predictive entropy 
1. Sample  responses from the model 
2. Bin together equivalent responses using a small pre-trained NLI* model 
3. Compute entropy over bins, rather individual sequences of tokens

M

*NLI is “Natural Language 
Inference”, a classic NLP task 
that involves determining if 
one statement entails or 
contradicts another

Question: What is the capital of France? 
Paris 
London? 
I think Paris 
Rome 
Probably Paris 
Paris 
London

Question: What is the capital of France? 
Paris 
London? 
I think Paris 
Rome 
Probably Paris 
Paris 
London

0.3 
0.2 
0.15 
0.12 
0.1 
0.1 
0.03

Group 1: (0.3 + 0.15 + 0.1 + 0.1) = 0.65 
Group 2: (0.2 + 0.03) = 0.23 
Group 3: (0.12) = 0.12 

SE = ∑
g

p(g)ln p(g)



Is there even hope for factuality?
LLM representations encode truthiness in a manner we can extract 
We can just ask strong LLMs the answer; their confidence/uncertainty is predictive 

It seems like LLMs do learn something about what’s true and false! 
How do we restrict them to just generate the truthful bits?



Training LLMs to be more factual



Training LLMs to be more factual
Well, how do we currently train LLMs?



RLHF: Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback



RLHF: Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback

[Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback, Ouyang et. al. 2022]
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RLHF: Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback
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RLHF: Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback

[Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback, Ouyang et. al. 2022]

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)



RLHF: Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback

[Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback, Ouyang et. al. 2022]

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)



RLHF: Learning a reward model from human feedback

Feedback comes as preferences over model samples:

Prompt

Preferred response
Dispreferred response



RLHF: Learning a reward model from human feedback

Feedback comes as preferences over model samples:

Bradley-Terry Model connects rewards to preferences:

Prompt

Preferred response
Dispreferred response

Reward assigned to preferred and dispreferred responses



RLHF: Learning a reward model from human feedback

Feedback comes as preferences over model samples:

Bradley-Terry Model connects rewards to preferences:

Prompt

Preferred response

Reward assigned to preferred and dispreferred responses

Train the reward model by minimizing negative log likelihood:

Dispreferred response



[Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback, Ouyang et. al. 2022]

RLHF: Learning a policy that optimizes the reward

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)



RLHF: Learning a policy that optimizes the reward

Now we have a reward model  that represents goodness according to humansrϕ



RLHF: Learning a policy that optimizes the reward

Now we have a reward model  that represents goodness according to humansrϕ

So we learn a policy  achieving high rewardπθ

Want high reward …Sample from policy



RLHF: Learning a policy that optimizes the reward

Now we have a reward model  that represents goodness according to humansrϕ

So we learn a policy  achieving high reward while staying close to original model πθ πref

Want high reward … … but keep KL to original model small!Sample from policy



RLHF: Learning a policy that optimizes the reward
TL;DR: we need a dataset of preferences over response pairs:

Prompt

Preferred response
Dispreferred response

From there, we can learn with any off-the-shelf RLHF algorithm 

We pick Direct Preference Optimization because it is fast, stable, and effective



Where could we hope factuality would come from?

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)



Where could we hope factuality would come from?

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)

RLHF step



Where could we hope factuality would come from?

Step 0: 
unsupervised 

generative 
modeling on 
A TON of text 
(pre-training)

Pre-training: learn 
what’s true & false 

~a trillion words

RLHF: learn to say 
only the true stuff! 

~a billion words



Training LLMs to be more factual

Q1: We already do RLHF; why do we need anything special for factuality? 
A1: RLHF encourages behaviors that make human labelers happy 
Unfortunately, deciding “is this response factually accurate” is much harder than 
deciding “do I like this response” → Human labels only weakly encourage truth 

Q2: The truthfulness results so far have been on short QA. How do we get 
factuality for long responses? 
A1: We’ll decompose long responses into their atomic factual claims, and 
judge their truthfulness one by one

http://xahlee.info/comp/unicode_arrows.html


Training LLMs to be more factual
Tian*, Mitchell*, Yao, Manning, Finn (2023)

RLHF lets us train on data saying when one response is better than another 

How can we do this “automated factuality ranking”? 
Humans are slow, expensive fact-checkers…



Training LLMs to be more factual

For reference-based truthfulness, we use FactScore (Min et al., 2023)



Training LLMs to be more factual
Tian*, Mitchell*, Yao, Manning, Finn (2023)

So… does RLHF actually let us fine-tune to be more factual? 

Evaluate factuality tuning on long-form generation tasks: 
• Writing bios of popular figures 
• Answer medical questions (“What are symptoms of pulmonary edema?”) 

Baselines are supervised fine-tuning (SFT) on demonstrations, full RLHF, or 
test-time modifications to model sampling (ITI, DOLA)



Training LLMs to be more factual
Tian*, Mitchell*, Yao, Manning, Finn (2023)

Only factuality tuning (using the reference-based factuality 
ranking) strictly improves over supervised fine-tuning



Training LLMs to be more factual
Tian*, Mitchell*, Yao, Manning, Finn (2023)

Factuality tuning can be stacked with test-time methods 
for modifying LM sampling to improve factuality (like DOLA)



Other Related Work

• Instead of fine-tuning, some methods try to modify sampling to bias toward 
correct statements 
• e.g. Inference-Time Intervention (Li et al., 2023) uses the CCS idea to bias 

activations toward the “truth direction” 

• Instead of generating the truthful stuff from the start, at least detect non-
truthful things after the fact 
• e.g., Semantic entropy (Kuhn et al., 2022) or SelfCheckGPT (Manakul et al., 

2023)



Conclusions

Building systems that produce factual outputs is a critical challenge in NLP 

There is some cause to believe we can do this, since LLMs possess (some) 
internal model of what is true and what is false 
• Their representations can be decoded into predictions of truth/falsehood 
• They can produce calibrated probabilities that a possible answer is correct 

Unlike typical RLHF, RL w/ automated factuality rankings improves factuality! 

There is still lots to do; consider working on factuality & robustness :) 

Feel free to reach out with thoughts or questions: 
@ericmitchellai           eric.mitchell@cs.stanford.edu


